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Overview of Product Activity - Executive Summary
The R06G product, Nondestructive Testing for Tunnel Linings was intended to provide funding to state DOT’s to
implement one or more of the Nondestructive testing (NDT) technologies previously identified as being applicable
to the rapid and accurate evaluation of tunnel lining condition. Tunnels have tended to be a part of the highway
networks that are difficult to evaluate in detail and thus the evaluation of these structures is a big challenge facing
state and local agencies across the country. The R06G product was expected to result in a number of states
adopting NDT methods as a means to improve the accuracy and speed of tunnel liner condition rating and
deterioration mapping while also increasing safety to workers and the travelling public. The NDT results from
these evaluations would be expected to be used in asset management programs for long term use as well as in
project-level evaluations to determine repair/replacement decisions and scopes of work. The results were also
expected to be fed into the new NTIS tunnel evaluations to improve the overall accuracy and usefulness of the
evaluations.
The R06G product was made available through SHRP2 in a Round 4 and Round 7. Round 4 involved 2 states, while
Round 7 was a total of 4 states. It should be noted that one of the Round 7 states was also a Round 4 state
(Colorado).
The list of states participating are shown below
Round 4
Pennsylvania
Colorado

Round 7:
Colorado (also in Round 4)
Oregon
Virginia
California

The award amounts per state were higher in Round 4 that in Round 7. The total awards were:
•

Round 4 – Each state was awarded $250,000.00 plus unspecified SME support of over 24 hours.

•

Round 7 – Each state was awarded $30,000.00 plus 8 hours of dedicated SME support.
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The results of the NDT investigations on tunnels by the various states were mixed. Several states attempted to
use Infrared Thermography (IR) to investigate the condition of tunnel liners, but most found that the cameras
they were using did not have sufficient sensitivity to allow the collection of meaningful data except for water
seepage identification. Colorado, however, put in some extra research effort and found that high-end cooledelement IR cameras WERE able to collect useful data. They tested a number of tunnels with these cameras and
were able to locate delaminations and other issues in the shotcrete and concrete liners. The use of GPR for tunnel
liners was found to be effective in condition evaluation of concrete liners, but the geometry and interferences
inside tunnels from lighting systems etc. sometimes slowed down or limited the collection of GPR data. Finally,
the use of high resolution optical, laser or photographic systems (LiDAR, High Resolution Video, Photogrammetry,
etc.) was found to be very useful in mapping out and quantifying cracking on tunnel liners as well as documenting
the presence and locations of assets inside tunnels.
One additional interesting finding was that since tunnels often consist of flat road decks inside round bores, the
decks inside tunnels can also act as “bridge decks” and are subject to many of the same degradation mechanisms
facing normal bridge decks. However, these decks can be evaluated with many of the techniques used for rapid
bridge deck evaluation as per R06A. At least one state DOT did in fact evaluate the tunnel deck with GPR at the
same time as evaluating the tunnel liner condition.

Output
•

Technical Assistance
–

Technical meetings with States (how many and which ones)
Technical assistance meetings were held with all of the Round 4 states, and most of the Round 7 states.
For Round 4, the technical meetings and training occurred in a single site visit, with typically a 2 day
combination of office training and presentations followed field demonstrations and additional training in
the testing methods available. The SME produced the content for all of the technical training events. The
actual topics covered varied somewhat between the two states depending on the specific areas of
interest each state had, but generally included an overview of the NDT methods available, how they were
applied, what information could be obtained from each, and some ideas about relative speed and cost for
each method.
For Round 7, the training and presentations were updated to reflect the latest results available at the time
of each training event. The events for Round 7 were typically done in a single day for each state, but still
included an office portion followed by a shorter field demonstration.
In addition to the formal technical assistance training and demonstrations, there was also SME support
provided to the awardees in the form of RFP review, data review and discussion, report review,
recommendations about technology applicability, etc. This support gave the states much greater
confidence in both the deployment of choice of the methods as well as in the results obtained.

–

Technical Working Group conference calls and webinars
One webinar was held that covered both R06A and R06G (Tunnel NDT). This webinar was held to
introduce the R06 A and G products to new states prior to the start of Round 7. The webinar presented
an overview of the test methods used on bridge decks as well as a summary of the results available at that
time from the work of Round 4 states. The SME provided the technical content for the webinar, as well
as presenting the technical material during the webinar.

–

Knowledge transfers/Peer-exchanges
As part of the R06G product, there were two Showcase events held. One of these was in Pennsylvania
and the other in Colorado. The details of these Showcase events are available in the Showcase Reports
provided with the product deliverables, and are summarized below:
Pennsylvania Showcase Overview
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A SHRP2 Showcase event to highlight the results of Nondestructive Testing for Tunnel Linings (R06G) was
held in Pittsburgh, Pa., on Sept. 14, 2016. The event, which was hosted by the Pennsylvania Department
of Transportation (PennDOT), had over 65 participants from a number of state DOTs as well as vendors
and others. The event featured educational presentations in the morning on tunnel evaluation and the
specific results of tests in tunnels performed recently by PennDOT. The morning presentations were
followed by a site visit by all attendees to the Liberty Tunnel for demonstrations of various scanning and
point-by-point NDT technologies in the tunnel itself. The afternoon featured additional presentations,
including a very interesting summary of Colorado Department of Transportation (CDOT)’s new Asset
Management System for tunnels.
Colorado Showcase Overview
The SHRP2 Showcase event highlighting the results of Nondestructive Testing for Tunnel Linings (R06G)
held in Golden, Colorado, on August 8-9, 2017, was hosted by the Colorado Department of Transportation
(CDOT). Nearly 80 participants attended from 13 state DOTs as well as vendors, Colorado School of Mines
(CSM) students and faculty, and others. The event featured a full day of informative presentations on
tunnel evaluation and the specific results of tests in tunnels performed by CDOT and Pennsylvania
Department of Transportation, (PennDOT) as well as overviews of the SHRP2 program and a presentation
on CDOT’s new Asset Management System for tunnels. The second day was a field trip where participants
were bused directly to “Tunnel 4”, an off-system tunnel owned by CDOT without traffic. At the tunnel,
there were demonstrations of various scanning and point-by-point NDT technologies on the tunnel liner
including hand held and scanning Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR), Infrared (IR), and Impact Echo (IE).
After lunch at Tunnel 4, the trip continued to the Eisenhower/Johnson tunnels on I-70 at the continental
divide for guided tours of the tunnel facilities there.
•

Field Activities
–

•

Demonstrations
▪

The field activities for the R06G product primarily consisted of live demonstrations of selections of the
various test methods available for evaluation of tunnel liners (and other tunnel components such as
slabs and portals). The actual methods demonstrated depended on the individual states and their
needs. In some cases, actual data was collected and analyzed for a portion of a specific tunnel to
allow the state to see "real" data on a typical tunnel liner. This was done in Colorado, for instance, on
an off-system tunnel to demonstrate the Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR), Impact Echo (IE) and
Infrared (IR) methods as applied to tunnel liners.

▪

Some additional field work was also conducted for Round 4 states to support their implementation
activities. Part of this additional field work by the SME was to document (via video and photo) the
implementation activities of the two Round 4 states. In addition, extensive technical assistance was
provided where needed to allow a higher degree of confidence in the collection and interpretation of
the data as well as improve the utility of the results in overall tunnel condition assessment.

Ad hoc Activities
–

Community of Interest activities
As part of the overall R06G effort, the SME prepared a number of presentations that were given at public
events such as conferences. These included annual TRB meetings and other events. A list of the specific
events attended where presentations were made is shown below:
▪

Transportation Research Board (TRB), 2016

▪

LIDAR mapping Forum 2016

▪

American Society for Nondestructive Testing, SNT 2016

▪

Transportation Research Board (TRB), 2017

▪

Transportation Research Board (TRB), 2018
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Outcomes

The major outcome of the R06G program was the education of state DOT's in the advantages and best use of
various NDT methods in tunnel evaluations, as well as the optimization of the tunnel evaluation tools and
methods. The Colorado DOT also developed a detailed asset management tool that allows the input of NDT
information into maintenance decisions. A summary of the R06G work in each state along with a summary of the
results and planned future efforts is presented below by Round and state.

Round 4 States
Colorado:
Colorado participated in both Round 4 and Round 7 of the R06G product, and also hosted a Showcase event. They
conducted testing primarily with the IR method but also did scanning with liDAR for their R06G effort. In addition,
CDOT developed a Tunnel Asset Management system using a spread-sheet based approach to allow them to
integrate tunnel NDT data with other information such as element cost, expected lifetime, criticality, etc. to come
up with a long-term planning tool for use in planning maintenance and replacement activities. One aspect of the
asset management tool was the idea of managing tunnel assets by the element within the tunnel rather than by
the overall tunnel itself. CDOT ended up with a sortable excel spread sheet that lists all their tunnel assets and
informs Tunnel Asset Management Decisions, a program that uses inputs from NTIS inspection data and can also
use NDT data.
As part of CDOT’s overall efforts to perform effective rapid tunnel liner scanning, they first conducted several
studies of how temperature affects the performance of IRT investigations on tunnel liners and how to work
around the limitations that were found in the PennDOT studies previously conducted. They used thermocouples
mounted on a tunnel liner as well as in the air in the tunnel to measure the temperature differential to determine
the optimal conditions for IR evaluations. CDOT and their vendor, SAM, found that using a more sensitive
(<20mK) IRT camera with a cooled sensor resulted in obtaining higher-quality and usable IRT data on tunnel liners,
and allowed the method to work even with the smaller temperature differentials found in tunnels. They also
looked into the effects that the time of day or seasonal factors in determining the best time to collect useful IRT
data. Finally, they looked at the effects of air flow/powered venting had on the effectiveness of IR data collection.
The LiDAR method was used to map the interior of tunnel liners, to evaluate the shape and inner surface of the
tunnel liner. This information can also be used for crack mapping to establish a baseline for comparison to future
evaluations to see if movement or other distortions of the liner have occurred.
The final outcome of the CDOT testing was a number of 2- and 3-D image maps of a number of tunnel liners, with
the maps showing areas of apparent delamination of shotcrete, water seeps, and other issues. The data was
correlated to known defects. In one location, a shotcrete failure that occurred after the testing was complete (but
before the data was processed) was indeed visible in the IR data. Testing was able to be collected at 35 to
40MPH in the tunnels, which allowed the use of rolling closures rather than full lane closures.

Future Plans:
CDOT has plans to continue to use this technology in their many tunnels, as well as continuing to use the asset
management system they developed. Their testing vendor, SAM, has developed a way to use virtual reality
viewers to allow a vendor such as the DOT to view the tunnel IR and LiDAR data in true 3-D form, including looking
around at features and anomalies, close-ups, moving through a tunnel, etc. all in an office setting using the
detailed data collected.
Pennsylvania:
The Pennsylvania DOT had an on-site training and demonstration event by the SME, then conducted NDT
investigations on two tunnels as part of the R06G effort, and finally hosted a Showcase event. The evaluations
were conducted on the Liberty and Armstrong tunnels. The tunnels were evaluated by a number of both scanning
and hand-held techniques by various vendors including Penetradar, SPACETEC/AID, and Mackin. Included in the
testing program were scanning evaluations with GPR, IR, and high-speed photogrammetry as well as detailed
evaluations at selected locations using IE and hammer sounding for comparison to the scanning evaluations.
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The final results from the scanning were depicted in a color-coded picture of areas that showed apparent areas of
moisture, delamination, voids and other issues. These were then compared to known location spots and distances
of known damage with a relatively close correlation. One recurring theme from the testing was that the IR
(infrared) method is difficult in tunnels due to the lack of a temperature differential in many areas.
The conclusions from the field testing included:
•

GPR was effective but shallow delaminations less than an inch deep were difficult to detect. GPR cannot be
used on steel liners or steel reinforcement. GPR was found to be reliable in confirming sound areas and
locating moisture intrusion areas.

•

The IR technology used by AID was effective at detecting moisture related defects. The LiDAR technology
produced a detailed summary of locations and sizes of cracks. These techniques are not capable of detecting
defect through the liner thickness.

•

There is still a need for some form of physical inspection to support NDT inspections.

•

Once the baseline data is completed, the follow-up scanning NDT work becomes much more cost competitive
with traditional methods.

•

There is a need to correlate the NDT results with the repair recommendations needed.

As part of the tunnel field work, representatives of the SME were on site to take photographs and video of the
field testing as well as to take notes on testing speeds and other aspects.

Future Plans:
Pennsylvania has some plans to continue using NDT, but more likely on a program-level basis, rather than for
specific inspection treatment recommendations. They understand that the costs may be prohibitive to do this
every two years (in conjunction with NTIS inspections), so basic hammer sounding may be more cost effective.

Round 7 States
Colorado:
Colorado participated in both Round 4 and Round 7. Their Round 7 work was a continuation of the work done in
Round 4, with additional tunnels scanned with IR and LiDAR methods. They also improved the methods of
processing and presenting the large data sets created from IR and LiDAR evaluations as part of the Round 7 work.
California:
CALTRANS has a long history of using various NDT methods as part of their bridge, utility, and roadway
maintenance programs. For the SHRP2 effort, they combined funding from several SHRP2 programs (R01B, R06A,
R06D, and R06G) to purchase a 3-D radar multi-channel antenna GPR scanning system. This system has been
mounted into a vehicle with a redundant distance tracking system to allow scanning of pavements and bridge
decks for thickness, integrity, rebar, utilities, and other elements. In addition to the GPR system, CALTRANS also
purchased an IE system for use on bridge decks and tunnels for project level condition evaluation. The GPR
system purchased can be used currently on decks in tunnels, but will need some modification in the mounting
system to allow tunnel liner evaluation.
Future Plans: CALTRANS plans on using the GPR system for high-speed program-level evaluations of concrete
decks inside of tunnels, and has some plans for the future fabrication of an articulating mount to allow the system
to be used for tunnel liner evaluation.
Virginia:
An investigation was carried out by Virginia DOT using subcontractors to evaluate the condition of the tunnel
walls and roadway deck of the Hampton Roads Tunnels, which carry I-64 and span the Chesapeake Bay in Norfolk,
Virginia. The tunnel wall evaluation was carried out using a 2-phased approach, with Phase 1 consisting of rapid
scanning of the tunnel walls using high-resolution video (HRV) and Infrared Thermography (IR) while Phase 2
consisted of targeted acoustic (impact echo and hammer sounding) and ground penetrating radar (GPR) testing
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on selected tunnel wall locations. In addition to the tunnel walls, the tunnel roadway deck was also evaluated
using NDT by using 3D GPR (similar to tests done on bridge decks for the R06A product). The information provided
by this testing was used by Virginia Department of Transportation to augment their routine inspection efforts.
The tunnel wall scans were conducted by a vehicle mounted system, with each wall surveyed using a single driving
pass (two-passes per tunnel). The GPR survey of the roadway deck of both tunnels was performed in accordance
with ASTM D 6087-08 using a 3D Radar step-frequency array system mounted to a vehicle in a series of 3 passes
per lane at approximately 40-mph.
One interesting finding was that at the start and end portals of each tunnel, the 3D-Radar antenna picked up radio
transmission interference (from external sources) severe enough that it could not be filtered out. As a result, a
portion of the start and end of the tunnel deck survey was not analyzed.
The Phase 2 data was collected to validate and augment the Phase 1 tunnel wall condition evaluation. The data
collection included the use of impact echo (IE), and ground coupled GPR,
The results of the nondestructive tunnel evaluations were presented as condition maps using the combination of
IR, HRV ground-coupled GPR, IE to evaluate the condition of the tunnel walls; and 3D GPR to evaluate the
condition of the tunnel decks.
Based on the data collection and analysis efforts carried out for this project, VADOT was able to draw the
following conclusions:
•

The IE correlated with the Phase 1 infrared results at 79.7% of the test locations.

•

The IE correlated with the “calibrated” (and final) IR results at 86.3% of the test locations.

•

The ground-coupled GPR testing carried out as part of Phase 2 was found to correlate to the IE results at 68%
of the IE test locations. A majority of the IE tests that did not correlate with the GPR were “false negatives”
where the IE response was indicative of “sound” concrete in an area where the GPR was detecting possible
deterioration. The GPR is likely detecting precursor conditions in these areas (likely due to high chlorides that
may cause future issues but are not causing cracking yet).

•

Low thermal differential was the limiting variable when analyzing the IR data within the tunnel. The length,
insulation, and consistent air exchange by the ventilation system, resulted in a near homogenous temperature
profile within each tunnel.

•

Ventilation and electrical systems create artificially cool or warm areas that were a source of a large number
of false positive IR targets included in the Phase 1 results.

•

Given the low thermal contrast in the tunnels, it is recommended that future evaluations include more GPR
testing of the tunnel walls. GPR provides a direct measurement of the materials within the walls.

•

GPR provides an objective measurement of the rebar conditions

•

The HRV surveys produced a clear visual representation of the tunnel walls, which can be used to augment
the routine inspections.

Future Plans:
VDOT was able to collect very useful data on the tunnel lining and has plans to use GPR for additional future
inspections as well as the HRV survey data for comparison in subsequent surveys. They are unlikely to IR in future
tunnel surveys due to the same issue that Pennsylvania and Oregon ran into with the limited sensitivity of lowercost IR cameras resulting in little or no usable condition information.
Oregon:
Oregon DOT participated in the Round 7 tunnel work. For their R06G effort, they used IR and GPR on a single
tunnel (Vista Ridge). They subcontracted out the work to Penetradar to conduct IR, GPR, and high-resolution
video scans on the tunnel to evaluate the tunnel liner conditions. The results obtained were mixed – the IR
method did not appear to provide much usable data on the tunnel liner conditions other than locating water
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seeps and for areas near the portals (where air temperature contrasts were greater compared to the central
tunnel areas). The GPR data, however, was used to determine condition and was also able to identify the
presence and location of timber sets at the portal areas of the tunnel and also appeared to locate voids behind
the tunnel liner (not verified at the time of this report). The GPR data was also used to look for debonded tiles,
and did indeed identify areas of apparent delamination, but it was not clear if the delaminations were right
behind the tiles or were deeper.
The GPR testing conducted was found to be most useful for locating features inside the concrete liner and for
voids behind the concrete liner. It was also able to map out the geometry of the rebar mat and verify the
presence and depth of the mat. The high-resolution video was less useful than expected due to lighting issues and
resolution issues.

Future Plans:
Oregon DOT may use the GPR method for some future tunnel evaluations, but has no plans to use IR for further
tunnel testing at this time due to the issues with sensitivity found in the tests conducted. The limitations with
GPR included slow setup and calibration times for the hardware being used, and difficulty in interpreting the data.
They do plan to look at more of the features identified in and behind the tunnel liner when time permits, to see
how well the GPR data correlates to actual conditions found.

Other Recommendations for Future Activities and/or Programs

At the R06G Showcase events, a majority of the states who have tunnels in their inventory participated in the
event. One outcome of the Showcase events was a listing of current concerns and areas of future development
desired by various state entities to further the use of NDT in tunnels. The full lists can be seen in the showcase
reports attached to this report, but a summary of the most common issues includes:
•

Verification of the validity of the results

•

Verification and research into the effectiveness of the test methods in tunnels

•

Actual costs of point by point as well as scanning NDT for Tunnel Linings in various scenarios

•

How to process NDT results to effect recommendations for repair

•

Recognizing within the NDT results where EMERGENCY repairs might be needed

•

How to correlate over time when tested areas are changing from one inspection to the next

•

Relative safety of scanning NDT inspections versus traditional inspection methods

•

Data assessment of the elements in the asset management software

•

How to bring new technology to a DOT.

•

Determination of what NDT tools work best in what situation.

•

Using Traffic and Detour strategies.

•

Using this info going forward for input into NTIS-required inspections and tracking of asset condition.

•

Employee skills needed to accomplish in-house testing.

Similar to one important outcome from the R06A (NDT of Bridge Decks product), one of the most common
concerns was for the development of standardized language for RFPs and contract documents, to make sure that
the deliverables provided at the end meet the actual needs of the state agency requesting the work. This was
coupled with a common concern as to the best way to select vendors for NDT services.

Benefits

The R06G product was planned to provide states with funding to implement known-effective NDT methods that
had previously been researched and determined to be effective for tunnel and tunnel liner evaluations. The final
results of the Round 4 and Round 7 implementation show that the effective use of NDT in tunnel evaluation is not
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the same for all states and also showed the advantages and limitations of the various NDT methods used. One of
the major outcomes of the product was a much better understanding of the use of the IR test method for tunnel
liner evaluations. Both Oregon and Pennsylvania had issues with the IR method due to the relatively small
temperature differential seen in the air inside a tunnel compared to the liner. Colorado, however, recognized
these issues (from looking at the previous efforts of PennDOT) and put a significant amount of effort into
determining the best way to get usable data from an IR study of a tunnel liner. The outcome of this was very
encouraging, as they were able to use very high resolution, cooled IR cameras to get usable data from tunnel
liners to identify potential delaminations and other issues.
One area where expectations and outcomes did not always match was in the speed of testing for tunnels. The
GPR method, in particular, took longer to scan a tunnel than initially expected. This was found to be due primarily
to the geometry of tunnels, as well as the presence of various assets suspended from the roofs or walls of tunnels
such as signs and lighting systems. The presence of these interferences required the use of single-antenna
systems that had to be aligned with each pass to test only a small portion of a tunnel liner while avoiding the
various interferences present. The variability of tunnel liner diameters (such as portal versus central areas) also
slowed down the GPR testing. Conversely, the IR and optical (LiDAR and Photogrammetry) tests were found to be
able to be done at near-highway speeds and could be done in 1-2 passes (depending on the tunnel size). The
detailed methods such as IE required lane shutdowns, of course.
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Appendix A - Attendee Lists
Pennsylvania Showcase Event
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Colorado Showcase Event
Last Name

First Name

Organization or Agency

Title

Office Phone Number

Acimovic

Benjamin

CDOT

RE

7209372484

benjamin.acimovic@state.co.us

Alongi

Anthony

Penetradar

President

716-731-4369

anthony.alongi@penetradar.com

Alongi

April

Penetradar

Vice President

716-536-1007

april.alongi@penetradar.com

Brecto

Barry

FHWA

Senior Bridge Safety Engineer West

360-753-9556

Barry.Brecto@dot.gov

Brock

Rebecca

Brierley Associates

Associate

3037031405

rbrock@brierleyassociates.com

Brown

Haylye

LADOTD

Assistant Structure & Facilities
Engineer

225-379-1500

haylye.brown@la.gov

Brune

Jurgen

Colorado School of
Mines

Professor

3032733704

jbrune@mines.edu

Bush

Patricia

AASHTO

Program Manager

2026248181

pbush@aashto.org

Carrasco

Bernie

Texas Department of
Transportation

Transportation Engineer

512-416-2255

bernie.carrasco@txdot.gov

Charrier

Erik

Colorado School of
Mines

Graduate Student

7207630545

erik.charrier@gmail.com

Chen

Peng

Arizona DOT

Bridge Inspection Engineer

6027128605

pchen@azdot.gov

Croswell

Lynn

Colorado Department of
Transportation

Bridge Inspection Engineer

3037579188

lynn.croswell@state.co.us

Davis

Chad

Arkansas State Highway
and Transportation
Dept.

District 4 Maint. Engineer

479-484-5306

chad.davis@ahtd.ar.gov

Eller

David

CO Department of
Transportation/RTD
Office

R3 Regional Director

9706836202

david.eller@state.co.us

Enright

Chris

Colorado Department of
Transportation

Engineering Intern

303-512-5504

chris.enright@state.co.us

Fagerburg

Nick

LaDOTD

Bridge Maintenance Engineer

225-379-1795

nick.fagerburg@la.gov

Feenstra

Peter

CDOT Region 4 - Boulder

Student Engineer Trainee II

561-562-9784

peter.feenstra@state.co.us

Frough

Omid

Colorado School of
Mines

Research associate

3032733125

ofrough@mines.edu

Greer

Matthew

FHWA CO Div

Bridge Engineer

720-963-3008

matt.greer@dot.gov
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Last Name

First Name

Organization or Agency

Title

Office Phone Number

Gutierrez

Marte

Coloroado School of
Mines

Professor and Director of UTC-UTI

540-250-3255

mgutierr@mines.ed

Hariyadi

Agung

Colorado School Of
Mines

Student

7202174434

ahariyad@mines.edu

Harrison

Warren

WLH Consulting LLC

Manager

303-472-8609

wharrison@wlhconsult.com

Hedayat

Reza

Colorado School of
Mines

Assistant Professor

303-273-3401

hedayat@mines.edu

Hinton

John

Colorado School of
Mines

Graduate Student

9167594834

jhinton@mymail.mines.edu

Hu

Wei

Colorado School of
Mines

Graduate Student

7202438898

huwei@mymail.mines.edu

Hurst

Thomas

Colorado Department of
Transportation

LTC Ops I

303-512-5734

thomas.hurst@state.co.us

Hutton

Pamela

AASHTO

SHRP2 Implementation Manager

303-263-1212

phutton@aashto.org

Jahanbakhsh

Kamran

Colorado School of
Mines

PhD student

5104351770

kjahanba@mines.edu

JIN

YUFAN

Colorado School of
Mines

Graduate Student

7209214810

yjin@mines.edu

Khademian

Zoheir

Colorado School of
Mines

Student

7208768034

zkhademi@mines.edu

Kwietnewski

David

Brierley Associates

Senior Engineer

303-703-1405

davidk@brierleyassociates.com

Lu

Hui

Colorado School of
Mines

Student

7207552552

huilu@mymail.mines.edu

Mann

Michelle

New Mexico
Department of
Transportation

Geotechnical Engineering and
Exploration Section Manager

505-490-1507

Michelle.Mann@state.nm.us

Marcucci

Daniel

CDOT

Resident Engineer

303-546-5658

daniel.marcucci@state.co.us

McHugh

Jonathan

Gannett Fleming Inc.

Project Manager

412-922-5575

jmchugh@gfnet.com

Meyer

Bradley

Colorado School of
Mines

Research Assistant

9736103072

bmeyer1@mines.edu

Miller

Hugh

Colorado School of
Mines

Associate Professor

303-273-3558

hbmiller@mines.edu
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Last Name

First Name

Organization or Agency

Title

Office Phone Number

Miller

David

Louisiana Department of
Transportation and
Development

Chief Maintenance Engineer

2253791552

david.miller@La.gov

Mommandi

Amanullah

CDOT

Director of Applied Research and
Innovation Branch

3037562323

amanullah.mommandi@state.co.us

Moses

Jonathan

PENNDOT Dist. 11-0

Dist. Geotechnical Engineer

4124294897

jmoses@pa.gov

Murtic

Adnana

Colorado Department of
Transportation

EIT III

303-546-5657

adnana.murtic@state.co.us

Najera

Ben

New Mexico
Department of
Transportation

Civil Engineer - Advanced

(505) 690-7084

Ben.Najera@state.nm.us

Nako

Albert

Oregon Department of
Transportation

Seismic Standards Engineer

503-986-3333

Albert.NAKO@odot.state.or.us

Nanneman

Andy

ARDOT

Senior Heavy Bridge Maintenance
Engineer

501-569-2601

andrew.nanneman@arkansashighways.com

Nazem

Ali

Colorado School of
Mines

PhD Candidate

7203977727

anazem@mines.edu

Nelson

Priscilla

Colorado School of
Mines

Professor and Department Head

303-384-2606

pnelson@mines.edu

Owen

William

California DOT

Chief, Geophysics Branch

916 227 0227

bill.owen@dot.ca.gov

Pajoohi

Bijan

Penetradar

Vice President

716-249-1715

bijan.pajooohi@penetradar.com

Palmer

Casey

Gannett Fleming, INC.

Structural Designer

412-922-5575

cpalmer@gfnet.com

Peretiatko

Alexander

Colorado School of
Mines

3038038532

operetia@mymail.mines.edu

Prassetyo

Simon

Underground
Transportation Center,
Colorado School of
Mines

Post-Doctoral Fellow

720-579-7426

sprasset@mymail.mines.edu

Rostami

Jamal

Colorado School of
Mines

Director of EMI

3032733041

rostami@mines.edu

Sack

Dennis

Olson Engineering

Sr. Vice President

3034231212

dennis.sack@olsonengineering.com

Salamon

Mike

Stantec

Senior Transportation Specialist

970-409-9671

michael.salamon@stantec.com

Sankar

Lekshmy

CDOT

Engineering Applications Mgr

8458072110

lekshmy.sankar@state.co.us
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First Name
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Office Phone Number

Sava

Paul

Colorado School of
Mines

C.H. Green Chair

303-384-2362

psava@mines.edu

Smith

Stan

Olson Engineering

Senior Geophysicist

303-423-1212

stan.smith@olsonengineering.com

stadig

mark

Colorado Department of
Transportation

Project Manager

303-757-9417

mark.stadig@state.co.us

Stewart

Dave

CDOT

PLS II

720-497-6903

davida.stewart@state.co.us

Tedrow

David

CDOT (Colorado DOT)

Tunnel Asset Manager Region 3

(970) 485-2527

david.tedrow@state.co.us

Theisen

Scott

MnDOT

Engineering specialist

651-366-4475

scott.a.theisen@state.mn.us

Thyagarajan

Muthu
Vinayak

Colorado School of
Mines

Graduate Student

7207178727

muthuvthyagarajan@mymail.mines.edu

Trujillo

Lu

Texas Department of
Transportation

Transportation Engineer

(512) 416-2504

lu.trujillo@txdot.gov

Walton

Gabriel

Colorado School of
Mines

Assistant Professor

303-384-2235

gwalton@mines.edu

Wang

Fei

Colorado School of
Mines

7203470456

feiwang@mymail.mines.edu

Weldon

Tyler

CDOT

State Maintenance Engineer

303-512-5503

tyler.weldon@state.co.us

Yang

Pe-Shen

Arizona DOT

Assistant State Bridge Engineer

(602)7128606

pyang@azdot.gov
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SHRP2 Non Destructive Testing for Bridge Decks (R06A)
Peer Exchange - Portland, Oregon
January 30-31, 2019
First Name

Last Name

Organization/Agency

Email Address

John

Adkins

Oregon DOT

john.h.adkins@odot.state.or.us

Kean

Ashurst

Kentucky Transportation Center

kean.ashurst@uky.edu

Hoda

Azari

FHWA

hoda.azari@dot.gov

Andrew

Blower

Oregon DOT

andrew.blower@odot.state.or.us

Haylye

Brown

Louisiana DOT

haylye.brown@la.gov

Rebecca

Burrow

Oregon DOT

Rebecca.Burrow@odot.state.or.us

Kevin

Chesnik

ARA

kchesnik@ara.com

Jamie

Creech

Kentucky Transportation Center

jamie.creech@uky.edu

Kathy

Crowell

New Mexico DOT

kathy.crowell@state.nm.us

Paul

Fisk

NDT Corporation

Paul.Fisk@NDTCorporation.com

Jeremy

Hughes

Pennsylvania DOT District 12

jerhughes@pa.gov

Pamela

Hutton

AASHTO

phutton@aashto.org

Bruce

Johnson

Oregon DOT

bruce.v.johnson@odot.state.or.us

Melissa

Moncada

Jacobs

Melissa.Moncada@jacobs.com

Albert

Nako

Oregon DOT

Albert.NAKO@odot.state.or.us

Larry

Olson

Olson Engineering, Inc.

Larry.Olson@OlsonEngineering.com

Sergio

Rodriguez

Alabama DOT

rodriguezs@dot.state.al.us

Joshua

Rogers

Kentucky Transportation Cabinet

josh.rogers@ky.gov

Dennis

Sack

Olson Engineering

dennis.sack@olsonengineering.com

David

Snoke

North Carolina DOT

dsnoke@ncdot.gov

Randall

Strain

Indiana DOT

rstrain@indot.in.gov
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SHRP2 Non Destructive Testing for Bridge Decks (R06A)
Peer Exchange - Portland, Oregon
January 30-31, 2019
First Name

Last Name

Organization/Agency

Email Address

Michael

Todsen

Iowa DOT

michael.todsen@iowadot.us

Jason

Volz

Nebraska DOT

jason.volz@nebraska.gov

Corey

Withroe

Oregon DOT

corey.r.withroe@odot.state.or.us
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Appendix B - Evaluation
What were the most important ideas you learned from the showcase?
NDT Technologies/ GPR Accuracy
The benefits and limitations of the technologies
Advantages vs. Limitations of various NDT technologies.
How other DOTs are approaching these issues
The products in general
Info that each of the various NDT methods can provide.
How and when to implement different technologies.
Limitations of each technique. There is no one best technique for projects.
Current state of technologies.
How testing is not a replacement for hands on methods.
Learn to evaluate and look into utilizing these NDT technologies into new projects.
Where we are currently with NDT and where we can go with it.
Networking.
What we would get out of the NDT tools.
The different methods of NDT in tunnels, when they are best used and how they will help us in
inspection in the future.
The need to condition the tunnel for the testing of NDT compatibility
The available technology for tunnel testing.
Overall I have a positive position or I support the implementation of this type of field inspections
Life expectancy of (?) using CS of elements
Utilizing technology to solve infrastructure management problems.
SHRP2 approaches & functions, GPR for tunnel linings, IRT issues in tunnels.
CDOT experience was most informative.
Targeting what you are hoping to detect with the appropriate testing device.
Introduction to the newest technology for NDT of tunnels as well as other applications.
There’s a very quantitative way of analyzing a tunnel.
That there is no silver bullet for NDT, each has its own strengths and weaknesses.
Importance of good quality equipment like the cryogenically cooled IR cameras.
Are there questions or issues you wished the showcase had addressed that it didn't?
How the products relate more with the inspection aspect of tunnels.
Some additional hands-on with the smaller, more localized NDT technologies available (as opposed to
truck-mounted).
The differences in thermal concerns and when to use which cameras.
Demo needed to be more organized.
Application of tools as it relates to NTIS.
Yes.
Not really.
The field lesson did not work out too well. It was too loud and couldn’t see/hear the presentations of the
equipment.
Opportunities for funding, to implement these technologies
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A brief overview of technologies and the differences would help. Also, only heard of 2 tunnels – but it
sounded like there were more.
What else could the Federal Highway Administration do to support you or your agency in learning
more about SHRP2 Nondestructive Testing for Tunnel Linings?
The field demo could have been a lot better.
Make reports readily available./ Provide reports of the studies done.
Will need funding for the NDT equipment./ Opportunities for funding, to implement these technologies
Continue Hosting Workshops and providing presentations & publications online.
Produce a report of combined findings between Penn DOT and CDOT.
Publish results of ongoing SHRP2 projects.
More info on what other states are using to meet NTIS requirements.
The next showcase.
Email blasts, website, webinars, technology updates
Doing an excellent job.
A comparison study of a tunnel between two inspections
Nothing more at this time.
Possibly show success stories in the future (where NDT caught something hands on or inspections
missed)
Have more field testing.
Sharing the reports from the study will be helpful, or an executive summary.
How might AASHTO further support you or your agency in learning more about SHRP2 Nondestructive
Testing for Tunnel Linings?
N/A
Make reports readily available.
I would greatly appreciate the opportunity to attend the next workshop in Colorado, even if similar
topics are covered. It sounds like the field portion at CDOT (in the closed tunnel) will help solidify what
was discussed (Doug Tintle – NJDOT)
More info on what other states are using to meet NTIS requirements.
Email blasts, website, webinars, technology updates/ place info into publications.
Show how it will benefit and compare against current manual inspections.
Continue with similar showcases.
Provide more info online.
Please provide us with additional comments, feedback, or ideas related to this event or future SHRP2
events:
Overall a decent showcase. Could’ve been organized better but understandable circumstances
prevented that. Not much could be done.
The large group size made the field position difficult to absorb. Multiple sessions or smaller divided
groups in the field would be more beneficial if possible.
I found this event to be very worthwhile and beneficial to the attendees.
State presenters were good.
Eliminate presentations which contain redundant information to allow for greater discussions.
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I am probably the wrong person to ask due to my inexperience with the technologies and tunnel
inspection in general. That said, I think it should be dumbed down for the first hour or so to give very
basic details of the different agencies governing bodies, inspection requirements, basics of
technologies and a handout of acronyms and subject specific definitions.
The field testing seemed a bit disorganized as there was a lot of waiting and it was very hard to hear any
of the explanations with the traffic and large groups.
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Appendix C - Meeting Agendas

SHRP2 Nondestructive Testing for Tunnel Linings (R06G) Showcase
Event
Pennsylvania DOT Tunnel Showcase
Agenda
Wednesday, September 14, 2016
Please join us for a Showcase presentation of the latest SHRP2 Nondestructive Testing Techniques for
Tunnel Linings
PLEASE NOTE THE SCHEDULE HAS CHANGED!!

Sheraton Pittsburgh Hotel at Station Square
300 W Station Square Dr, Pittsburgh, PA 15219
Haselton Room
Time

Topic

7:30 am- 8:00 am

Meeting Registration

8:00 am- 8:30 am

Welcoming Remarks
•
•
•

8:30 am – 9:00 am

Lou Ruzzi, PennDOT, District 11
Bridge Engineer
Bill Bergeson, FHWA Senior Tunnel
Engineer
Pamela Hutton, AASHTO, SHRP2
Implementation Manager

PennDOT/T-20
FHWA PA Division
AASHTO

Program Updates
•
•

9:00 am – 9:30 am

Speaker

SHRP2 Program Update
NTIS Update

Patricia Bush, AASHTO SHRP2
Product Lead
Doug Blades, FHWA Structural
Engineer

SHRP2 Nondestructive Testing for Tunnel
Linings
Information
•Product
Background
info on TRB- SHRP2 Research and Dennis Sack, Olson
Research and Deployment Overview
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Engineering, Sr.
VP/Principal Engineer,
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9:30 am – 11:00 am

PennDOT SHRP2 Tunnel NDT Program
•
•
•
•

PennDOT Tunnel Inspection/Asset
Management Overview
PennDOT NDT Field Evaluation Overview
AID Spacetec/PSPA Implementation
Overview
Penetradar IRT/ACGPR/Video
Implementation Overview

11:00 am – 11:30 am

Break and Board Buses

11:30 pm – 1:30 pm

Move to Field Demos
•

12:00 pm – 1:00 pm

1:00 pm – 2:30 pm

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lou Ruzzi, PennDOT, Dist. 11 Bridge
Engineer Brad Miller, Mackin, Chief
Structural Engineer
Kaz Tabrizi, AID, Exec. VP,
Anthony Alongi, Penetradar,
President

Spacetec (LiDAR/IRT/Photography)/PSPA –
All participants
AID
ACGPR/IRT – Penetradar
Photogrammetry – Tonon USA
LiDAR/IRT – SAM Engineering
Hand-held Technologies – Olson Instruments
IRT Cameras – FLIR
3D MCGPR – 3D Radar
On-Site Wrap Up/Final Questions

Ride Buses Back to Hotel and Lunch
Tyler Weldon, CDOT, Tunnel
CDOT Tunnel Inspection/Asset Management Asset Mgr Ron Ilk or Mark
Overview
Treon, SAM Engineering
CDOT LiDAR/IRT Scanning Evaluation
Program

CDOT SHRP2 Tunnel NDT Program
•
2:30 pm- 4:00 pm
•

4:00 pm – 4:30 pm

Group Discussion
Dennis Sack, Olson Engineering, Sr.
VP/Principal Engineer

NDT Applications
4:30 pm – 5:00 pm

•

5:30 pm

Optional Dinner at Bar Louie
240 W Station Square Dr, Pittsburgh, PA
15219

Extracting Value from NDT Applications –
NDT Results to Asset Management to NTIS
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SHRP2 Nondestructive Testing for Tunnel Linings (R06G) Showcase
Event
Pennsylvania DOT Tunnel Showcase
Agenda
Wednesday, September 14, 2016
Please join us for a Showcase presentation of the latest SHRP2 Nondestructive Testing Techniques for
Tunnel Linings
PLEASE NOTE THE SCHEDULE HAS CHANGED!!

Sheraton Pittsburgh Hotel at Station Square
300 W Station Square Dr, Pittsburgh, PA 15219
Haselton Room
Time

Topic

7:30 am- 8:00 am

Meeting Registration

8:00 am- 8:30 am

Welcoming Remarks
•
•
•

8:30 am – 9:00 am

Lou Ruzzi, PennDOT, District 11
Bridge Engineer
Bill Bergeson, FHWA Senior Tunnel
Engineer
Pamela Hutton, AASHTO, SHRP2
Implementation Manager

PennDOT/T-20
FHWA PA Division
AASHTO

Program Updates
•
•

9:00 am – 9:30 am

Speaker

SHRP2 Program Update
NTIS Update

SHRP2 Nondestructive Testing for Tunnel
Linings
Information
•Product
Background
info on TRB- SHRP2 Research
and Research and Deployment Overview
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Patricia Bush, AASHTO SHRP2
Product Lead
Doug Blades, FHWA Structural
Engineer
Dennis Sack, Olson
Engineering, Sr.
VP/Principal Engineer,
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9:30 am – 11:00 am

PennDOT SHRP2 Tunnel NDT Program
•
•
•
•

PennDOT Tunnel Inspection/Asset
Management Overview
PennDOT NDT Field Evaluation Overview
AID Spacetec/PSPA Implementation Overview
Penetradar IRT/ACGPR/Video Implementation
Overview

11:00 am – 11:30 am

Break and Board Buses

11:30 pm – 1:30 pm

Move to Field Demos
•

12:00 pm – 1:00 pm

1:00 pm – 2:30 pm

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Spacetec (LiDAR/IRT/Photography)/PSPA –
AID
ACGPR/IRT – Penetradar
Photogrammetry – Tonon USA
LiDAR/IRT – SAM Engineering
Hand-held Technologies – Olson Instruments
IRT Cameras – FLIR
3D MCGPR – 3D Radar
On-Site Wrap Up/Final Questions

•
•

4:00 pm – 4:30 pm

All participants

Ride Buses Back to Hotel and Lunch
CDOT SHRP2 Tunnel NDT Program

2:30 pm- 4:00 pm

Lou Ruzzi, PennDOT, Dist. 11 Bridge
Engineer Brad Miller, Mackin, Chief
Structural Engineer
Kaz Tabrizi, AID, Exec. VP,
Anthony Alongi, Penetradar,
President

CDOT Tunnel Inspection/Asset Management
Overview
CDOT LiDAR/IRT Scanning Evaluation Program

Tyler Weldon, CDOT, Tunnel
Asset Mgr Ron Ilk or Mark
Treon, SAM Engineering

Group Discussion
Dennis Sack, Olson Engineering, Sr.
VP/Principal Engineer

NDT Applications
4:30 pm – 5:00 pm

•

5:30 pm

Optional Dinner at Bar Louie
240 W Station Square Dr, Pittsburgh, PA
15219

Extracting Value from NDT Applications – NDT
Results to Asset Management to NTIS
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Implementation Support Meeting
Colorado Department of Transportation
Day One
Length of Meeting

AGENDA

Speakers

8:30-10:30

Meeting with Implementation Contacts
1) Introductions – Day 1
• Short intro for all DOT, Olson, FHWA,
and other attendees
• Overview of Agenda
• Introduction to SHRP2 Round 4 IAP
Program
2) Problem Statement and Current Assessment
Techniques for Tunnel Evaluation
• Problem statement/scope of NDT
application/potential benefits, etc.
• DOT Discussion of state tunnel types and
lining materials (what range of tunnel
types the state currently has)
3) Common tunnel deterioration modes (with
typical photos)
4) Overview of the SHRP2 TTI Research Product
– NDToolbox for Tunnel NDT
• SHRP2 Nondestructive Testing for
Tunnel Linings (R06G) – NDT research
efforts on tunnels overview, discussion
of why NDT – beyond current methods
such as sounding discussed above – can
add significant value
• Additional NDT methods not included in
the TTI study
• Discussion of mobile/hand-held options
for tunnel evaluation
• Discussion of the range of information
that is desired/needed
(15 minute break)
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Larry Olson
Larry Olson/DOT Personnel
Dennis Sack
Larry Olson/Matt DeMarco
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10:30-12:00

Meeting with Implementation Contacts (cont.)
5) Nondestructive Evaluation Techniques for
Tunnels (Part I – Mobile/High Speed
Methods)
• SPACETEC System including infrared
thermography
• Air-Coupled GPR
• LIDAR/Laser based systems
• Photogrammetry
• Discussion
(60 minute lunch break @12:00 pm)

1:00 – 4:30

Dennis Sack

Meeting with Implementation Contacts (cont.)
6) Nondestructive Evaluation Techniques for
Tunnels (Part 2 –
Hand-Held/Low Speed)
• Impact Echo and Hammer Sounding
• Impulse Response
• Ground Penetrating Radar (Ground
Coupled)
• Infrared Thermography (hand-held)
• Spectral Analysis of Surface Waves
(15 minute break)
Demonstrations - Impact Echo, Ground
Coupled GPR, Impulse Response, Infrared
Thermography, Surface Waves
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Day Two
8:30-12:00

Meeting with Tunnel Management Section and
Program or Project Development Office
1) Introductions – Day 2
2) Current Practice of the State – State
3) Integrating NDT Test Results to a Tunnel
Management System – Olson Eng.
4) Assist the State in Identifying Technology(ies) and in
Database Development
• Typical Summary of NDT data types required
by DOT users (refined data, summary metrics
(e.g., % spalling, % reinforcement corrosion,
etc.), data presentation needs)
• Candidate NDT technologies to deploy under
R06G for evaluation for long-term DOT use
• Deployment strategies – tiered inspection
cycles based on ADT/tunnel class, use of
mobile vs. hand-held, etc.
• Acquisition strategies – service
provider/ownership; contracting strategies for
R06G vs. long-term application
• Specification requirements and assistance
available
• Data acquisition details – what’s required by
the DOT to support data acquisition
• Data management/access to users
• User support – inspection, maintenance, asset
management data access and use; decisionmaking criteria; asset planning
5) Other Topics - Adjourn @ noon
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